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RATIONAL  
cleaning tablets. 

Grilling any quantity of food will leave behind stubborn dirt, 
meaning that the iCombi Pro cannot immediately be used to 
prepare other dishes. Well, no longer. Including the ultrafast 
interim clean in approx.12 minutes, which means you can 
then quickly move onto cooking the broccoli, without any 
flavour transfer or unpleasant smells. When it comes to 
spotless hygiene at the end of the day, the iCombi Pro will 
tell you exactly how dirty it is. You decide whether to run an 
eco, or standard clean. With Descaling. Overnight. With 50%* 
less chemicals. Phosphate free and always super clean. The 
iCombi Pro can note your preferences and will show you the 
corresponding cleaning program the next time.

* Compared to the previous model.

Regardless of how hard the iCombi Classic has worked, 
depending on how dirty the unit is, the automatic clean will 
determine the necessary cleaning stage. Strong, light or 
medium. With phosphate-free cleaner tabs. Day or night. Or 
even in between, even without tabs. Even with the Care system, 
which eliminates the need for expensive water softening and 
regular descaling of the steam generator. To make cleaning 
easier, all the cleaning stages are quick and easy to select on the 
display. 

Effective cleaning

The RATIONAL care products are specially 
adapted to the needs of RATIONAL 
appliances. The only way to ensure that 
your investment retains its value is to use 
original RATIONAL care products. 

Original RATIONAL care products stand for:
 › Best cleaning results 
 › Powerful against dirt and limescale 
 › Maximum productivity
 › Ideal long-term care 
 › Maximum operating safety 
 › Minimum costs for cleaning and care
 › Optimum hygiene for healthy, nutritious food 21
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Bidfood Code: 92806
Care tabs (1 × 150 pieces)
for iCombi Pro, iCombi Classic 
and SelfCookingCenter® with 
Efficient CareControl

Highly effective care products ensure 
active protection and will significantly 
extend the service life of your cooking 
system. Special scale-dissolving 
ingredients contained in the care 
tabs prevent limescale building up in 
the first place. Guarantees maximum 
operational reliability at all times 
without a water softner and time-
consuming descaling.

Bidfood Code: 12871
Cleaner tabs (1 × 100 pieces) 
for SelfCookingCenter® & 
CombiMaster® Plus  
(from 05/2017) 

Cleaner tabs with an intensive 
complex of ingredients for 
reliable high-performance 
cleaning.

Bidfood Code: 80789
Active Green cleaner tabs 
(1 × 150 pieces)
The new, high-efficiency, 
phosphate and phosphorous-
free formula saves up to 50% 
on the standard cleaning 
chemicals.

For all SelfCookingCenter® with Care Control
(since September 2008)

Active Green  
cleaner tabs* 
Bidfood Code: 80789

Cleaner tabs 
Bidfood Code: 12871

Care tabs 
Bidfood Code: 92806

Active Green 
cleaner tabs **  
Bidfood Code: 80789

Cleaner tabs 
Bidfood Code: 12871

Rinse aid tabs 
Bidfood Code: 12874

For all CombiMaster® Plus (since  May 2017) 
SelfCookingCenter® without CareControl (until August 2008)

For all iCombi Pro and iCombi Classic cooking systems

Active Green  
cleaner tabs 
Bidfood Code: 80789

Care tabs 
Bidfood Code: 92806

*  for SelfCookingCenter® 
from 09/2011 from Software-version SCC-07-00-10.2

**  for CombiMaster® Plus  
from 05/2017 from Software-Version C-3-03.00

For more information on the cleaning range visit  
www.bidfoodcateringsupplies.co.uk

Or contact 
cateringsuppliesenquiries@bidfood.co.uk

Bidfood Code: 12874
Rinse aid tabs (1 × 50 pieces) 
for SelfCookingCenter®  with 
Efficient CareControl  and 
CombiMaster® Plus  
(from 05/2017)

Active protection and 
extended lifetime thanks 
to high-efficiency care 
substances. Your cooking 
cabinet will be left gleaming 
with hygenic cleanliness.

For more information  
on the combi ovens visit 
rational-online.com

http://www.bidfoodcateringsupplies.co.uk
http://rational-online.com



